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This manual is specific to a GMC Acadia. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled
computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free.
We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid
rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here
are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have
agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a
risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our
publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: GMC. Model: Acadia.
Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures.
Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions.
Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can
answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you
need for your GMC Acadia. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised
information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your GMC
Acadia manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or
we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee
below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied
Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL
encryption technology. One of the more common issues that can occur is a vehicle that shakes
when accelerating. While the vibration can be annoying, it is often indicative of a serious
problem. Vehicle speed matters when you feel a vibration. Different problems are going to show
themselves when driving at different speeds. The speed of the vehicle can help even more. For
instance, a vehicle that shakes when braking is going to have almost no overlapping causes
with a vehicle that shakes when accelerating. There are quite a few reasons that your Acadia
would shake when accelerating. Here are the most common ones. They are presented in a
somewhat logical progression. A misfiring engine is one of the most common reasons your
Acadia will shake when accelerating. If any of these ignition components fail to deliver enough
spark, your vehicle will experience a misfire. With a misfire, you will almost certainly get a check
engine light. Check the codes. For example, P is a misfire in cylinder 1. If you are going to
diagnose a misfire from home, start with the spark plugs. Do they look like they are in good
shape? On the left here you can see a fouled spark plug. This particular plug was from a 5 year
old Honda with 60, miles. Modern vehicles can and do foul plugs, particularly when cylinder
deactivation technology is involved as was the case in this example. If you have a cylinder
specific trouble code, there is an easy way to tell if it is the spark plug or coil pack. Vehicle
Speed: A bad motor mount is going to be felt when immediately accelerating. You should feel a
vibration as you let off the gas, although it may not be as pronounced. It also needs to absorb a
significant amount of vibration. There are a few different types of motor mounts, but the most
common kind uses a rubber bushing to dampen the vibration. If the motor mount goes out, the
vehicle will shake quite a bit when you accelerate. It can still get worse though. If one of them
goes bad, in addition to the extra vibration and shaking, it also creates extra stress for the other
mounts. But, it could feel worse when turning, and when accelerating hard. The inner CV joint is
most likely to be the part of the CV shaft that has gone bad. More often than not, a bad CV joint
is caused by a torn boot. The protective boot goes over the CV joint and keeps oil in and debris
out. It is really easy to tell if the boot is bad. Just take a look. There will likely be grease all over
the undercarriage around the boot. The boot shown above has a small tear. Vehicle Speed:
When a U-joint or driveshaft goes bad, there is usually a certain speed that the shaking is most
pronounced at. Rear wheel drive and all wheel drive vehicles use a driveshaft to transfer power
from the engine to the rear wheels. The driveshaft is a simple tube that connects the
transmission to the rear axle. It is possible for the driveshaft itself to get bent. It is much more
likely that a universal joint has gone bad. The universal joint has to change the direction in
which something spins. Look at the diagram below. As it wears out, there will be play between it
and the driveshaft, which causes shaking when accelerating, and consistent shaking at certain
speeds. A stuck brake caliper can happen to any vehicle. It can happen for a number of reasons,
such as the piston in the caliper getting stuck, or a crimped brake line. It will feel worse at
certain speeds and better at others. It depends on the vehicle, wheel in question, and how loose
they are as to exactly what speed that would be. Lug nuts can cause a vehicle to shake when
accelerating. If there is any doubt in your mind as to whether or not they are all the way tight
you need to get your Acadia off the road as fast as safely possible and check. Loose lug nuts
usually show themselves after a tire change, rotation, or any other work that has been recently

performed on the vehicle that would require the removal of a wheel. Get a torque wrench and
torque all four to factory specs. Tire balance can cause an automobile to shake when
accelerating. This corrects any vibration that would otherwise occur. These weights can fall off
over the life of the tire. When they do the tire will vibrate. A poor wheel alignment can cause the
tires to wear unevenly and the vehicle to shake. Take a look at your wheels. The outline of a
missing wheel weight is obvious and not something that you can easily miss. A poor alignment
will show itself in tires that are not worn correctly. Your mechanic of choice can check your
alignment for you. If your engine is running rough, you should check to see if the check engine
light is on. There is a lot stored in the ECM that can tell you what is going on. Here are some of
the problems that can cause a vehicle to shake when accelerating that can come from the
engine:. Any of these issues can cause the engine to shake. Clearly there are a number of
issues that can cause your steering wheel to shake while accelerating. Hopefully this article
helped you narrow them down. You may be able to help the next person who finds their way
here. Good luck! Speed Matters Vehicle speed matters when you feel a vibration. Diagnosis If
you are going to diagnose a misfire from home, start with the spark plugs. Clear the trouble
codes from the ECM. Swap the coil pack and plug wire if equipped with another cylinder. If it
stays, replace the spark plug even if it looked good. Driveshaft Vehicle Speed: When a U-joint or
driveshaft goes bad, there is usually a certain speed that the shaking is most pronounced at.
The wheel in question will have a strong odor coming from it, like that burning carpet. The
steering wheel will shake. The vehicle will pull to one direction. The wheel in question will have
more brake dust than the other wheels. The brake pad will more than likely be glazed. Diagnosis
Loose lug nuts usually show themselves after a tire change, rotation, or any other work that has
been recently performed on the vehicle that would require the removal of a wheel. Diagnosis
Take a look at your wheels. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select
Trim. Drivetrain All Wheel Drive. Fuel System Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM
Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code M3G.
Transmission Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 9. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 3. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 2. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 1. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Ninth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse
Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Transfer Case Gear Ratio, low :1 1. Clutch Size NA. Fuel
Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width,
without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches
Minimum Ground Clearance inches 7. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total
Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder
Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room
inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Third Row Head
Room inches Third Row Leg Room inches Third Row Shoulder Room inches Third Row Hip
Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches NA. Steering Ratio :1 NA.
Turns, lock to lock NA. Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking
System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter
x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel
Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches 18 x 4. Spare
Wheel Material Steel. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead
weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer
Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch
pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum
Payload Capacity pounds NA. Curb Weight NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine, 2.
Transmission, 9-speed automatic, electronically-controlled with 2. Axle, 3. Alternator, amps
Standard with LSY 2. Suspension, Ride and Handling MacPherson struts for front and
independent 5-link rear. Brakes, 4-wheel antilock, 4-wheel disc, 17" front and rear. Brakes, front
and rear, electric Standard with LSY 2. Wheels, 18" Wheel, spare, 18" x 4. Glass, deep-tinted all
windows, except light-tinted glass on windshield and driver- and front passenger-side glass.
Mirrors, outside heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color with integrated turn
signal indicators. Liftgate, power programmable, hands free with emblem projection. Enjoy a
trial subscription of the All Access package for the full L experience, with a greater variety of
SiriusXM content, a more personalized experience and easier navigation. If you decide to
continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew
thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current
rates. Fees and taxes apply. All fees, content, features, and availability are subject to change.
GM connected vehicle services vary by vehicle model and require active service plan, working
electrical system, cell reception and GPS signal. See onstar. Audio system feature, Bose
premium 8-speaker system with sub-woofer. Seats, front bucket. Console, front center with 2

cup holders and storage, includes rear storage drawer. Power outlet, volt, 3-prong household
style located on the rear of center console. Power outlets one located in the center stack under
the climate controls and one located in the rear cargo area. Electronic Precision Shift button
and trigger based transmission interface. Steering wheel, leather-wrapped with mounted audio
and cruise controls. Display, driver instrument information, 4. Remote Keyless Entry, extended
range with lock and unlock feature. Universal Home Remote includes garage door opener,
3-channel programmable. Air conditioning, tri-zone automatic climate control with individual
climate settings for driver, right front passenger and rear seat occupants. Cup holders 2 in front
center console, 2 in front door panel, 2 bottle holders in front door panel, 2 in 2nd row and 2 in
3rd row, 10 total. Lighting, interior with theater dimming, cargo compartment, reading lights for
front seats, second row reading lamps integrated into dome light, door-and tailgate-activated
switches and illuminated entry and exit feature. Automatic Emergency Braking. StabiliTrak,
stability control system with Traction Control. Children are safer when properly secured in a
rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner's Manual for more information.
Airbags, frontal and side-impact for driver and front passenger; driver inboard seat-mounted
side-impact; driver side knee; and roof-rail mounted head-curtain for all rows in outboard
seating positions Always use seat belts and the correct child restraints. Teen Driver a
configurable feature that lets you activate customizable vehicle settings associated with a key
fob, to help encourage safe driving behavior. It can limit certain available vehicle features, and it
prevents certain safety systems from being turned off. An in-vehicle report card gives you
information on driving habits and helps you to continue to coach your new driver. Tire Fill Alert
provides audible alerts outside the vehicle when inflating an under inflated tire to the
recommended tire pressure. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This
manual is specific to a GMC Acadia. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled
computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free.
We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid
rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here
are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have
agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a
risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our
publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: GMC. Model: Acadia.
Production Year: Step by Step Inst
forbbodiesonlycom
2002 trailblazer spark plugs
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ructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here is what
you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions. Unlimited access to personal
support reps who are always available to assist you. We can answer your questions about using
the software or help you find the specific information you need for your GMC Acadia. Free
real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is released.
Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your GMC Acadia manual on a yearly basis. We'll get
you the repair information you need, every time, or we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see
what the manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are protected in case the manual
turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised,
quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online
transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption technology.

